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Calculator for chromebook

Searching for the best Chromebooks on virtual retail shelves gets confusing quickly. So we test and rate them - so you can easily figure out which Chromebooks are great, and learn which ones you should ignore. Not only do most have very generic names, they also have a wide too much variance, as premium 2-in-1s with stylish aluminum designs have entered the conversation
alongside economical models. Chromebooks are a favorite for students and ideal for those who are always online. Many provide incredible battery life, and most run Android apps thanks to Chrome OS support for the Google Play Store. Oh, and if you're not familiar with Chrome OS, it doesn't take time to get used to it, being an extremely light alternative to the windows 10 and
macOS.Cyber Monday offerings: see all the best deals now! Don't think Chromebooks are just for kids: the new Intel Evo brand for high-performance laptops won't only bring reliable performance to Windows 10, it will also be used to improve Project Athena-branded Chromebooks as well. AMD also announced new Ryzen-based Chromebook processors, which (given their track
record) should be hypercompetitive with new Intel chips. A favorite for students and teachers, Chromebooks are much simpler to use than your PC and Mac colleagues. This is mainly because they revolve around the Chrome browser. Everything you do on a Chromebook, unless you're mimicking Android apps or one of the experts running Linux on a Chromebook, will happen in
a Chrome window. Plus, Chromebooks do all the heavy lifting for you when it comes to system updates. ChromeOS downloads and installs updates in the background, and never interrupts you to install them (sorry, Windows 10) or bugs to download a new version (sorry, macOS). And updates happen silently, when you restart your Chromebook.That said, the best Chromebooks
are great laptops. Many are convertible, with touch screens that are ideal for Android apps (which are not as good when used only with mouse and keyboard). And while Chromebooks are primarily seen as student devices, the category now includes several stylish models that are viable replacements for business laptops. What are the best Chromebooks? The Asus Chromebook
Flip C434 is the best Chromebook in general for several reasons. For starters, it fits into three major Chromebook standards: long battery life (almost 10 hours), a rotating screen, convertible, and accessibility when compared to PCs. Yes, it's a little more expensive than other Chromebooks on this list, but how often do you find 2-in-1 aluminum PCs with long battery life and a great
screen , less than $600? Other highlights include a full HD smubo colored inches and a premium metal chassis. Those who have a budget should check out the Samsung Chromebook 4. It offers a premium metal cover, fast performance of its Celeron processor and long battery life for less than $250. And at £2.6, the Chromebook 4 is pretty much The Dell Inspiron 11 Chromebook
is the best choice for kids and younger students. It offers decent performance, over 9 hours of battery life and a 2-in-1 design, plus an HDMI port to connect your Chromebook to a TV. We're also keeping an eye on the Samsung Galaxy Chromebook, a $999 system that promises better specs than the new MacBook Air, along with a 4K OLED display. The best Chromebooks you
can buy todayAsus Chromebook Flip C434 (Image Credit: Tom's Guide)CPU: Intel Core m3-8100Y | RAM: 4GB | Storage: 64GB | Display: 14-inch and 1080p touch screen | Dimensions: 12.6 x 8 x 0.6 inches | Weight: 3.1 poundsSA elegant aluminum designI am 14 inch 1080p screenTouchpad is a little nervous Other Chromebooks are cheaperThe Asus Chromebook Flip 434 is
one of the best Chromebooks because it does not look anything like a Chromebook. This sleek 2-in-1 aluminum laptop casts all the prejudices about how Chromebooks are aimed at kids who need bumper cases. It has all the features of a great Chromebook, too, with nearly 10 hours of battery life, support for Android apps and a solid keyboard for typing all the Google Docs you
can manage. Its sharp 1080p screen produces 93% of the sRGB range, which results in a very colorful image. Your music and conferences will sound great, as your lower-firing speakers produce enough sound to fill a large room. It's the kind of Chromebook that even a snob pc won't turn its nose up, with two USB-C ports and enough performance for multitasking. Samsung
Chromebook 4 (Image Credit: Tom's Guide)CPU: Intel Celeron N4000 | RAM: 4GB | Storage: 32GB | Display: 11.6 inches, 1366 x 768 pixels | Dimensions: 11.3 x 8 x 0.7 inches | Weight: 2.6 pounds Battery life Lighter than competitorsDecent performanceDim display without touchImocre audioThe best Chromebook for those who have a budget, the Samsung Chromebook 4 really
impresses with its battery life. This laptop lasted more than 10.5 hours of web browsing on a single charge. The aluminum top of the Chromebook 4 makes it look like a much more expensive computer—although it has a plastic base. The performance of this Chromebook is another highlight, allowing multitasking much faster than I expect at this price. Chromebook 4 is also lighter
and thinner than competing 11.6-inch Chromebooks, although we want your screen-supported touch input and your screen to rotate. Your screen is acceptable to plow through work, but don't expect to see pop colors or a lot of details when watching movies or bingeing on YouTube. The speakers are fine, but you may want to provide your own headphones. Lenovo Chromebook
Duet (Image Credit: Tom's Guide)CPU: 2.0GHz octa-core MediaTek Helio P60T | RAM: 4GB | Storage: 64GB eMMC, eMMC | Display: 10.1 inches, 1920 x 1200 pixels | Dimensions: 9.64 x 6.66 x 0.71 inches (anchored) | Weight: 2 lbs (anchored)Long battery lifeExcelante screen for its priceAgable, plus keyboard includedKeyboard is better for small handsHinge can be be it's
amazing how much you can get for $300 or less. The Lenovo Chromebook Duet, for example, is a Chromebook 2 in 1 that offers something that Microsoft Surfaces and Apple iPads don't: your keyboard is included by default. Not only do you get this value, but the Chromebook Duet tablet screen is excellent by itself, with an amazing amount of color output and a sharp resolution of
1920 x 1200 pixels. Smaller hands may find the Chromebook Duet keyboard a bit cramped, but at this price, any keyboard is a surprise and a steal. Making things even better, chromebook Duet has chromeos tablet optimizations that are long overdue to take advantage of all your screen space. Besides all this? It lasted 12 hours and 47 minutes, almost 13 hours. Read our full
review of the Lenovo Chromebook Duet. Acer Chromebook R 11 (Image Credit: Acer)CPU: Intel Celeron N3060 | RAM: 4GB | Storage: 32GB | Display: 11.6 inches, 1366 x 768 pixels | Dimensions: 8 x 11.6 x 0.8 inches | Weight: 2.8 poundsSA color screen Price Inaccessible Comfortable KeyboardLackluster webcamLow-res screenA top-seller with fantastic battery life, the Acer
Chromebook R 11 is one of the best Chromebooks for money. It gives you the patterns —convertible hinge, touch screen, and Android app emulation—and then adds a surprisingly colorful screen with a 73.2% sRGB spectrum rating that beats many budget laptops. Make sure you're buying the 4GB of model RAM as it packs surprisingly good performance for this price. Acer also
sells a non-rotating version of R11 for $199, which can be right for those who don't use Android apps, and can get away with only the Chrome browser. The R 11's comfortable keyboard is another selling point for interference in documents and emails. Just don't expect it to look so sharp when you're making any video conferencing calls, since the webcam on this laptop is no big
deal. Google Pixelbook Go (Image Credit: Tom's Guide)CPU: Intel Core i5-8200Y | RAM: 8GB | Storage: 128GB | Display: 13.3 inches, 3840 x 2160 pixels | Dimensions: 12.2 x 8.1 x 0.5 inches | Weight: 2.3 poundsLight chassisSleek, minimalist designBright, colorful panelIn USB-A portsLimiting clamshell designAfter Google hit a home run with the super premium Pixelbook, the
company returned with one of the best Chromebooks of all time, the Pixelbook Go. With more affordable prices (but still at the top of this list) this Chromebook is a case study on why it might be worth spending more and investing in your next laptop. This Chromebook is not only stylish, with a slim chassis and a bottom with sticky ribs, but has a great screen that is brighter (368
nits) and more colorful (108% sRGB rating) than most screens. In addition, pixelbook go has a great keyboard that allows typing In addition, it lasted almost 11.5 hours on a single charge. The only real hits against the Pixelbook Go are the lack of a USB-A port and how it's not a convertible. That said, those who can afford the You're going to love it. Read our full Google Pixelbook
Go review. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) Price: $999 (from) $1,299 (as tested) | CPU: 10th Generation Intel Core i5 | Graphics: Intel UHD Integrated | RAM: 8GB | Storage: 256GB | Display: 13.3 inch, 4K AMOLED | Battery: 5:55 (tested) | Size: 11.9 x 8 x 0.4 inches | Weight: 2.3 poundsRed designSpeedy performanceBright and vibrant 4K screen Shorter battery life, even for a
4KHinge laptop should be strongerNot a little hotIt does not have the battery life you expect from a Chromebook, but this can be excused when you take a look at how the Samsung Galaxy Chromebook breaks so many of the other typical rules than a Chromebook should be. Your Fiesta Red chassis goes beyond attractive and knocks drool inducing before you can say wow, is
that a Chromebook? It even comes with Samsung's S-Pen, which is most used in tablet mode. Its Core i5 CPU is so fast i watched four 1080p YouTube videos on it, no stuttering, just to see if I could. Oh, and it's very thin and light, competing in size and weight with macbook air and dell xps 13. Its best feature, however, is its gorgeous AMOLED 4K stylizer that makes the colors
pop and offers bright tones. It's so good that it reminds us that Netflix needs to add chrome support for 4K video. Read our full review of the Samsung Galaxy Chromebook. Lenovo Yoga Chromebook C630 (Image Credit: Lenovo)CPU: Intel Core i5-8250U | RAM: 8GB | Storage: 128GB | Display: 15.6 inches, 1920 x 1080 pixels | Dimensions: 14.2 x 9.8 x 0.7 inches | Weight: 4.19
poundsVástrasTrape great performanceThe little heavySipenso performance is your priority — and you want to have all the tabs open, and save a ton of files locally — then the Lenovo Yoga Chromebook C630 is the best Chromebook for your power user needs. Your Intel Core i5-8250 processor delivers great speed, and its 8GB of RAM will allow you to keep all the tabs you
need open without having to worry about your system getting stuck. In addition, this laptop sports an aluminum chassis that is really refined, and its large 15.6-inch screen will be great for watching YouTube, Netflix and everything else you could need. The Yoga Chromebook C630 also offers a wide variety of ports, with 2 USB-C ports and 1 legacy USB-A port. This means you're
less dependent on port expansion hubs that are a nuisance to remember to carry around. If only it didn't cost so much. Best Offers chromebookLaptop vs. Chromebook: What's best for you? How to choose the best Chromebook for you To Find the best Chromebook nowadays starts with a simple question: do you need a touch screen? A growing number of Chromebooks offer 2-
in-1 designs with a touch screen, allowing you to use Android apps from the Google Play store. In these systems tend to be on the more expensive side. If you just want a basic laptop on the cheap, a Chromebook without a touch screen is the way to go. As for screen size, an 11-inch screen is good for younger children, but a 13-inch screen is best for older students and business
users on the go. If you want a Chromebook as the main home laptop, we would opt for a 14-inch or 15-inch screen.. So think about performance. Are you buying this for a boy who has modest needs? A Pentium or Celeron processor should suffice. A Core M or Core i5 CPU is best for those who want more performance. Most budget Chromebooks start with 4GB of RAM, but we'd
get 8GB or more if you planned to work with lots of open tabs. Because Chromebooks rely on the cloud, on-premises storage isn't that important, which is why 32GB tends to be standard. You'll find 64GG to 128GB on more premium models. Best Chrome extensionsHow to update Google Chrome
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